
*House Committee*

Date: April 5, 2023 Location: RM 103, Sup. Ct. Chamber

Convened: 3:00 PM

Recessed: 3:05 PM

Reconvened: 3:30 PM

Adjourned: 4:00 PM

Both parties went to caucus at 3:00 PM.
Both parties returned at 3:25 PM.
Chairman Mohr called the House Appropriations Committee to order at 3:30 PM.
Chairman Mohr dispensed with roll with 24 present and 1 excused (Representative
Ehlert).
The minutes from the previous meeting were approved.
Chairman Mohr assigned the following bills to subcommittees:
HSB 243 - Collins-CH, Bagniewski, Stone
HSB 244 - Mohr, G.-CH, Bossman, Lohse, Scheetz, Zabner
Representative Fry was recognized to take up HSB 233. Representative Fry gave
opening comments and indicated there was an amendment (Amendment .1548).
Representative Fry was recognized for opening comments on Amendment .1548.
Representative Fry gave opening comments on Amendment .1548 and there was
discussion. Representative Fry was recognized for closing comments on Amendment
.1548 and moved Amendment .1548 short form. Amendment .1548 was adopted on a
voice vote.
Representative Fry was recognized for opening comments on HSB 233, as amended.
Representative Fry was recognized for closing comments on HSB 233, as amended.
Representative Fry gave closing comments and moved HSB 233, as amended.
Chairman Mohr called for a vote and moved HSB 233, as amended, forward as a
committee bill on a vote of twenty-four (24) yeas, zero (0) nays, and one (1) excused
(Ehlert).
Representative Young was recognized for opening comments on HF 451.
Representative Young gave opening comments and indicated there was an amendment
(Amendment .1356). Representative Young gave opening comments on Amendment
.1356 and there was discussion. Representative Young was recognized for closing
comments on Amendment .1356 and moved Amendment .1356 short form.
Amendment .1356 was adopted on a voice vote.
Representative Young was recognized for opening comments on HF 451, as amended.
Representative Young gave opening comments on HF 451, as amended, and there was
discussion. Representative Young was recognized for closing comments on HF 451,
as amended. Representative Young gave closing comments and moved HF 451, as
amended.
Chairman Mohr called for a vote and moved HF 451, as amended, forward as a
committee bill on a vote of twenty-four (24) yeas, zero (0) nays, and one (1) excused
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Attendance Roll Call:
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Absent: Representative Ehlert
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(Ehlert).
Representative Sorensen was recognized for opening comments on HF 139.
Representative Sorensen gave opening comments and indicated there was an
amendment (Amendment .1503). Representative Sorensen was recognized for
opening comments on Amendment .1503. Representative Sorensen gave opening
comments on Amendment .1503 and there was discussion. Representative Sorensen
was recognized for closing comments on Amendment .1503 and moved Amendment
.1503 short form. Amendment .1503 was adopted on a voice vote.
Representative Sorensen gave opening comments on HF 139, as amended, and there
was discussion. Representative Sorensen was recognized for closing comments on HF
139, as amended. Representative Sorensen gave closing comments and moved HF
139, as amended.
Chairman Mohr called for a vote and moved HF 139, as amended, forward as a
committee bill on a vote of twenty-four (24) yeas, zero (0) nays, and one (1) excused
(Ehlert).
Representative Bossman was recognized for opening comments on HF 339.
Representative Bossman gave opening comments and indicated there was an
amendment (Amendment .1504). Representative Bossman was recognized for
opening comments on Amendment .1504. Representative Bossman gave opening
comments on Amendment .1504 and there was discussion. Representative Bossman
was recognized for closing comments on Amendment .1504 and moved Amendment
.1504 short form. Amendment .1504 was adopted on a voice vote.
Representative Bossman gave opening comments on HF 339, as amended, and there
was discussion. Representative Bossman was recognized for closing comments on HF
339, as amended. Representative Bossman gave closing comments and moved HF
339, as amended.
Chairman Mohr called for a vote and moved HF 339, as amended, forward as a
committee bill on a vote of twenty-four (24) yeas, zero (0) nays, and one (1) excused
(Ehlert).
Representative Meyer was recognized for opening comments on HF 476.
Representative Meyer gave opening remarks on HF 476 and there was a discussion.
Representative Meyer was recognized for closing remarks on HF 476. Representative
Meyer gave closing remarks on HF 476.
Chairman Mohr called for a vote and moved HF 476 forward as a committee bill on a
vote of twenty-four (24) yeas, zero (0) nays, and one (1) excused (Ehlert).
Representative Mommsen was recognized for opening comments on HF 580.
Representative Mommsen gave opening comments and indicated there was an
amendment (Amendment .1152). Representative Mommsen was recognized for
opening comments on Amendment .1152. Representative Mommsen gave opening
comments on Amendment .1152 and there was discussion. Representative Mommsen
was recognized for closing comments on Amendment .1152 and moved Amendment
.1152 short form. Amendment .1152 was adopted on a voice vote.
Representative Mommsen was recognized for opening comments on HF 580, as
amended. Representative Mommsen gave opening comments on HF 580, as amended,
and there was discussion. Representative Mommsen was recognized for closing
comments on HF 580, as amended. Representative Mommsen gave closing comments
and moved HF 580, as amended.
Chairman Mohr called for a vote and moved HF 580, as amended, forward as a
committee bill on a vote of twenty-four (24) yeas, zero (0) nays, and one (1) excused
(Ehlert).
Chairman Mohr gave closing comments before adjournment.
With no further business to come before the House Appropriations Committee,
Representative Young moved to adjourn the meeting at 4:00 PM.

Representative Gary M. Mohr
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Ethan Gosden, Committee Secretary


